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BAKERY SHOWCASE
Finally! Affordable and attractive refrigerated bakery and pastry display cases! Find quality
bakery showcases here at guaranteed best prices. Furnotel bakery displays are perfect for
the small cafe to the big high volume bakery. With straight or curved glass designs, these
cases will fit full size sheet pans to display cakes, breads, cookies, and other baked goods.
Besides some basic equipment like deck oven and dough mixer to the kitchen, a bakery
display case is important to the selling area. It must be with beautiful appearance and high
performance to keep foods fresh. Impulse sales will surely increase once customers see your
food under the spotlight of the shielded, top LED light. It’s as equipment for displaying the
food, also as a decoration in the shop.
Furnotel series bakery showcases are to be mostly glass cover based. Glass sides and tops
compliment the lighted shelves. The showcases offer a great balance of affordability and
beautiful design, LED lights inside for perfect displaying the food.
Normal temperature bakery showcase, glass walls at four sides for clear observation. Front
curved glass, all the glasses are made of tempered glass. Divided layers setting enables
reasonable use of space. Equipped with LED lights. All models are ventilated to keep fresh
the cakes and bread inside.
Refrigerated static display cabinet suitable for the display of cake and pastry products.
Thanks to its line it gives a wide visibility to the displayed products. Front curved glass. All the
glasses are made of tempered glass. With one intermediate shelves with lighting.
Double-glazed sliding doors, and reduce the movement of the air inside. Rear sliding doors.
As the display cabinet can play an important role as decoration, the color and model are
sometimes limited by the shop decoration, so our cake display cases are available for
customized. Design drawings before production to make sure the accurate dimensions.
3 Layers 9 Pans
Showcase K188

Combination

Bakery 1.2m 4 Layers Pastry Display Case K194-1
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1.0m 4 Layers Cake Showcase with Sliding 2m 4 Layers Cake Showcase K287-4
Doors K195-2

Drawer Type 3 Layers 6 Pans Commercial Single Side Bakery Display Showcase with
Bakery Showcase K190
Upward Swing Doors K192

Double Sides 2 Layers Bakery Showcase with 1.5m 4 Layers Pastry Display Case K194-2
Under-cabinet K193

Click here bakery showcases to have a look at our other products!
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